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Wall2Floor Detergent 
Detergent for indoor surfaces in Wall2Floor. 
 
DESCRIPTION 
Wall2Floor Detergent is a detergent for daily cleaning of 
seamless flooring and surfaces created using the Wall2Floor 
system. 
Wall2Floor Detergent cleans and degreases the surfaces leaving 
a fresh and delicate scent. It does not alter or damage the 
treatment and surfaces in Wall2Floor. 
Wall2Floor Detergent is easy to use, does not leave rings and, in 
the recommended dilutions, does not require rinsing.  
 
USES 
Wall2Floor Detergent is particularly indicated for daily cleaning of 
seamless coatings on horizontal substrates. 

 
IDENTIFICATION FEATURES 
Composition: mix of surfactants in water-based solution. 
Density: 
Wall2Floor Detergent: 1.00 +/- 0.05 g/ml 
 
DILUTION 
Wall2Floor Detergent:  
Diluted 1:50 with water for everyday cleaning 
Diluted 1:20 with water for periodic degreasing washes 
As is or diluted 1:2 with water for strong degreasing washes 
 
WARNINGS 
Adequately shake the material before dilution and use.  
Wait at least 7 days setting time before carrying out normal 
cleaning operations  

 
HOW TO USE 
Manually distribute on the surface to treat, with a micro-fibre cloth 
soaked in Wall2Floor Detergent and rub continuously.  
In the dilution conditions indicated, the treated surface does not 
require rinsing. If rinsing is necessary of the surface, use lukewarm 
water, with the methods previously described. Repeat the 
operation until all residue has been removed. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
During all the phases to prepare the substrate, the products and 
application, you are advised to correctly use the equipment and 
personal protective equipment (PPE). 
Do not expose the products for long periods to direct sources of 
heat or temperatures under +5°C.  
If storing products at a temperature around +5°C, you are advised 
to bring them, before use, to a location with adequate temperature, 
to condition them at a use temperature not under +10°C. Don’t 
heat the products using a direct source of heat, flame, warm body 
or similar.  
 
CLEANING EQUIPMENT 
Rinse with water. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
COLOURS 
Wall2Floor Detergent blue liquid, cannot be tinted. 
 
PACKAGING 
1 l packaging. 
 
SHELF LIFE 
The product should preferably be used within 12 months of the 
production date if kept in the original containers unopened and in 
adequate temperature conditions.  
 
The product does not require labelling pursuant to legislation in 
force. 
Use the product according to hygiene and safety standards in 
force. Do not throw residue in sewers, in rivers and streams and 
on the ground; after use, do not dispose of the containers in the 
environment, leave the residue to dry well and treat as special 
waste. Keep out of reach of children. If ingested, consult a doctor 
immediately. 
For further information, consult the safety data sheet. 
 
 
 
 
N.B.- COLORIFICIO NOVACOLOR guarantees the information in this 
data sheet is provided to the best of its experience and technical and 
scientific knowledge; nonetheless, the company cannot be held liable for 
the results obtained using these products, as application conditions are 
beyond its control. You are advised to always ensure the product is suited 
to each specific case. This data sheet voids and replaces any previously 
existing data sheet. 


